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PREFACE
» BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR MEANS ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY «

It’s about our future! That is why the topic sustainability 
becomes increasingly important – for us as a company 
and employer, but also for our markets and the world.
From the very beginning, the Mühlbauer Group has 
been committed to sustainability. Our corporate strate
gy is based on combining economic necessity, eco
logical reason and social responsibility in all process
es and decisions to create a solid foundation that our 
customers, business partners and employees can rely 
on at all times. This is also testified by the exceptiona
lly high level of vertical integration, which guarantees 
short distances, fast delivery times and the highest 
quality and makes us unique on the world market.
With our highly competent employees and 35 locations 
worldwide, we are world market leader in many of our 
markets; and, every day, we work hard to further develop 
our technologies and meet tomorrow’s needs today. In 
a world in which the speed of innovation is higher than 

ever before and changes are an essential part of every
day life, the values reliability, speed and entrepreneurial 
responsibility have become even more relevant.
Our dedicated employees, as well as all the people 
around the globe who trust in our technologies are our 
key to success. We are all the more aware of our re
sponsibility to society. When dealing with innovations, 
especially in the digital domain, the focus must not be 
on shortterm profit maximization; our goal must be to 
use the latest technologies to make our lives easier and 
safer – and we look forward to continuing to go this 
course together with our employees, customers and 
business partners.

Josef Mühlbauer
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Trust is not only the foundation on which the Mühlbauer 
Group has been built; it is still the basis of our business 
activities to the present day. Especially in times of rapid 
changes, it is values like trust and reliability that make 
us stand out in highly competitive markets around the 
globe. Many governments, authorities and companies 
all around the world appreciate this and become our 
partners: anyone who has the word of Mühlbauer can 
count on it.
Our customers cannot only rely on our word, but also 
on the quality of our products. In the course of our cor
porate history, we have built up enormous knowhow 
in our single departments and consistently optimized 
the interaction between these individual business units. 
Through the longstanding, trusting cooperation with 
our partners, we have also developed a deep under
standing of their concerns, as well as a distinct sense 
for future topics and trends.

Our employees, most of whom we have trained, 
schooled and educated ourselves, are experts in their 
fields – from research and development through manu
facturing and assembly to service and consulting. In 
the Research & Development department alone, a team 
of around 500 engineers works on a daily basis to de
velop new technologies that gradually make our world 
safer and more comfortable. Thus, we can guarantee 
our customers the highest quality in all our products 
and solutions.
With our company headquarters in Roding and around 
35 international locations, we are always close to our 
customers and our markets; thus, we can ensure 
to assist our partners around the world quickly and 
unbureaucratically and react flexibly and efficiently 
to their wishes and requirements – in a flexible and 
efficient way. 

PHILOSOPHY
» IT IS OUR VALUES THAT MAKE US STRONG! «
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With our unique range of technologies, machines and 
solutions, we want to actively shape the future and 
make life a bit safer and more comfortable day after 
day.
For us, this means making progress every day, being 
open to new ideas and having the courage to embrace 
sustainable innovations – true to our motto THINK DIF
FERENT – ACT DIFFERENT – BE DIFFERENT. That is 
why the area of research and development plays an 
outstanding role in our company. Ultimately, howev
er, all our employees are required to actively partici
pate, take responsibility and think and act beyond the 
bounda ries of their departments.
Many of our technological achievements have been 

developed because we make quick and unbureaucra
tic decisions and consistently put these into practice. 
Today, more than ever, this dynamic is an important 
prerequisite to keep pace with the global market’s 
acceleration and convince our customers around the 
world of our expertise.
At the same time, as a family business that is firmly 
rooted in its homeland in the heart of the Upper Palati
nate, we have always lived a culture of downtoearth 
attitude, reliability, honesty and open communication 
– without losing sight of fair and respectful social in
teraction. These values are deeply rooted in our DNA; 
based on them, we have built a company that we can 
be proud of.

COMPANY CULTURE
» THINK DIFFERENT – ACT DIFFERENT – BE DIFFERENT «
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The precision part production forms the basis of the 
Mühlbauer Group. Our specialty is the precise pro
cessing of smallest parts; at the same time, the se
curitysensitive sectors in which our partners operate 
demand high standards.
We meet these demands with our many years of ex
perience and the resulting expertise in precision parts 
construction that we have acquired. After all, it was our 
passion for precision from which the Mühlbauer Group 
once emerged.
Meeting the highest demands on quality and precision: 
With our highly qualified employees, stateoftheart 
production technologies and decades of experiential va
lue, we face up to this challenge every day. Meanwhile, 

around 250 partners rely on our expertise. Our custo
mers come from a wide range of industries, for example 
the semiconductor industry, environmental and recycling 
technology, robotics, aerospace, medical technology 
and even smart identification. As diverse as these indus
tries are, they have one thing in common: their products’ 
safety requires the precise processing of parts.
In addition to our products’ quality, our partners also 
value our flexibility and speed. Thanks to our inhouse 
parts production at three separate production sites in 
Germany and Slovakia, we are not only independent 
of market fluctuations, but can also react flexibly and 
quickly to our partners’ requirements – if necessary, 
even overnight.

MÜHLBAUER PARTS & SYSTEMS
» PRECISION IS OUR PASSION «
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Our machines are at the heart of all our solution and 
component projects. As a classic mechanical engi
neering company, we are specialized in the production 
of modern, efficient and highquality products. In the 
course of time, we have gradually completed our pro
duct portfolio. Thus, we can support our customers as 
a complete solution provider.
In our business unit AUTOMATION, the threads for all 
machines – such as for the production of passports, 
cards, semiconductorrelated products, RFID or flexi
ble solar cells – converge. Experts from research 
and development, production and service work hand 
in hand to develop new machines and make existing 
ones even more reliable and efficient – in line with our 
motto: “We make innovations ready for series pro

duction.” Through our intensive research and deve
lopment activities, we have developed numerous new 
markets and a strong market position as technology 
leader.
All necessary components, from the precision part to 
the software, are produced inhouse, so that we can 
guarantee quality and reliability, as well as the long run
ning time of our machines. Especially in the case of 
comprehensive projects in which we provide our part
ners with the complete production chain, we can ac
cept overall responsibility for the project. Furthermore, 
we accompany our partner during the entire project pe
riod. Through our worldwide service network, we can 
respond to requests in a quick, easy and flexible way, 
thus ensuring the smooth flow of the project.

AUTOMATION
» WE MAKE INNOVATIONS READY FOR SERIES PRODUCTION. «
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The increasing security needs of many citizens are 
closely associated with evergrowing demands for 
stateoftheart security systems to identify and verify 
documents as well as individuals. At the same time, the 
demand for mobile identification solutions by means 
of standard devices such as smartphones or tablets is 
growing – a fact which in turn is driving forward inno
vation in the area of digital ID.
As a specialist in the design and implementation of 
complex ID projects with a comprehensive solution 
character, we develop innovative ID systems adapted 
to individual requirements. In close cooperation with 
our partners, we do not only supply machines and 
software, but also accept complete responsibility for 
the project’s implementation – from design and setup 

of the infrastructure on site through data collection to 
the issuance of highly secure ID documents to citizens.
All hardware and software components required for a 
project are developed and manufactured inhouse; in 
the TECURITY® Center at our headquarters in Roding, 
our machine, software and service experts work close
ly together to fulfill our partners’ wishes and require
ments.
With our expertise gained in more than 300 ID projects 
for governments, government agencies and industrial 
customers around the world, we know that every solu
tion project is unique. That is why we tailor each project 
to the customer’s requirements and expectations to en
sure that every solution is implemented quickly, flexibly 
and in highest quality.

TECURITY®

» GLOBAL SECURITY THROUGH TECHNOLOGY. «
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1981
Founding of the company by Josef 
Mühlbauer with only one machine for 
the production of precision parts

1991
Opening of first 
sites abroad 

1988
First turnkey production solutions for 
the manufacturing of plastic cards and 
smart cards

1985
Development of production 
equipment for the semiconductor 
backend industry

1995
Development of 
the RFID factory

1998
Initial public offering  
of the company

2003
Positioning in the areas 
of government security 
& biometry

2014
Opening of the Mühlbauer 
TECURITY® Center in Roding, 
Germany

2008
Installation of the first fullyauto
matic production facilities for  
flexible thin film solar technology

2016
Expansion of the Technology  
Center in Nitra, Slovakia

2018
Opening of the Technology  
Center in Newport News, USA

2017
Mühlbauer launches  
MB PalaMax® production 
platform

2019
25 years Muhlbauer Inc.

HISTORY
» OUR HISTORY IS CHARACTERIZED BY VISIONS. «
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Our partners and employees alike benefit from our in
ternational orientation. With 35 production and service 
locations around the world, we are always close to 
the customer, understand cultural peculiarities and can 
quickly react to questions and requests. At the same 
time, the international environment offers our employees 
many exciting opportunities to develop on a professional 
and personal level. It is our international approach to re

cruiting, as well as the intensive, crosssite cooperation, 
which promote our employees’ intercultural competen
ces. Our inhouse MÜHLBAUER ACADEMY provides a 
wide range of additional training offerings. In many cor
porate sectors, a temporary posting to one of Mühlbau
er’s locations abroad is possible. Thus, people with a 
passion for international work find the best conditions for 
a successful career at the Mühlbauer Group.

MÜHLBAUER WORLDWIDE
» GLOBALLY NETWORKED, AT HOME IN RODING. «
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Production Center USA

HQ Germany

Production Center Bosnia & Herzegovina

Production Center Germany

Production Center Malaysia

Production Center China

Production Center Slovakia

Production Center Serbia

Service Hub Mexico

Service Hub Brazil

Service Hub El Salvador

Service Hub Spain

Service Hub Russia

Service Hub Georgia

Service Hub Iraq

Service Hub United Arab Emirates

Service Hub India

Service Hub Taiwan

Service Hub South Korea
Service Hub Japan

Service Hub Uganda

Service Hub South Africa

Service Hub Australia

Service Hub Turkey

SITES
» A RELIABLE PARTNER WORLDWIDE. «
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From the very beginning, training was the heart of our 
enterprise; and even today, trainees are a vital part of 
the Mühlbauer Group, which was once built up by app
rentices. In the meantime, we have supported thou
sands of young professionals to start their working 
lives. Whether it is as a mechatronics engineer, IT spe
cialist or a cook – the wide range of training opportuni
ties offers the right way for anyone who enjoys learning 
new things and assuming responsibility. This path often 
leads to impressive careers: around 70 percent of our 
global executives have completed an apprenticeship at 
the Mühlbauer Group. Three out of four employees have 
completed a vocational training at Mühlbauer – this is 
well above the German national average. The principle 

of our training is ‘demand and promote’. From the very 
beginning, our trainees learn to assume responsibility 
and work as a team. In doing so, they shall develop 
not only professionally, but also personally. Even af
ter the successful completion of the vocational training 
at the Mühlbauer Group, our young talents’ journey is 
not over yet. As skilled employees, they have a variety 
of opportunities for further training, for example in our 
inhouse MÜHLBAUER ACADEMY, which accompa
nies our employees in their individual development. In  
addition, our partners worldwide also benefit from this 
kind of knowledge transfer: Like our trainees, we also 
support and train our partners, thus maintaining an in
tensive technology and knowledge transfer.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
» TRAINING IS THE HEART OF OUR ENTERPRISE. «
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Since the company was founded, we have always un
derstood our entrepreneurial activities as a social obliga
tion. Being an entrepreneur means assuming responsi
bility and helping where it is needed most. This thought 
also gave rise to the idea of founding a foundation. Since 
2005, the Josef Mühlbauer Foundation has supported a 
variety of social, charitable and humanitarian institutions 
and projects throughout the world. Whether it is about 
building a school in Africa, supporting the regional can
cer aid for children or supporting a local kindergarten, 
the Josef Mühlbauer Foundation helps wherever help is 
urgently needed. For us, it is not only important to help, 
but also to always motivate our fellow citizens to actively 

assume social responsibility. This is for example reflect
ed in the annual Mühlbauer Charity Run which began as 
an internal company run and quickly developed into one 
of the largest running events in Eastern Bavaria. Every 
year, around 2,000 athletes from all over the world are 
“on the move” for the good cause. Because every cent 
that is raised in the context of the Mühlbauer Charity Run 
– be it through sponsoring, donations or entry fees – is 
for the benefit of various social and humanitarian pro
jects all over the world. Apart from this major event, the 
employees of the Mühlbauer Group are also committed 
to other social projects, for example the annual blood 
donation campaign.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
» HUMANITY HAS NO COURSE ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE. «

Mühlbauer Spendenlauf 2019
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Our markets, our society, as well as our partners and 
their expectations change over time. What was hard to 
imagine a few years ago, has meanwhile become stan
dard and accompanies us in our daily lives. We have 
to not only respond to these developments, but also 
foresee or even initiate them, which is a lot more diffi
cult. Our company history is characterized by visions. 
It started in 1981 with an investment in a new techno
logy that was barely known at the time but can now be 
found in every mechanical engineering company: the 
CNC technology. Even back then, company founder Jo
sef Mühlbauer’s distinct feeling for trends and current 
developments became apparent. This sense is a con
stant companion in the development of the Mühlbauer 

Group towards a leading technology provider. With our 
complete solutions – whether it is in the semiconductor 
industry, the RFID market or in the electronic security 
industry – we have always been pioneers in our mar
kets which we have significantly shaped. And still to
day, it is the one question that drives us: How can we 
make our world safer, easier and more comfortable? 
We try to identify the needs of our partners before they 
even become aware of them themselves. Today we are 
already developing on solutions to the challenges of to
morrow. Day after day, an international team of experts 
is working hard to bring the future a little closer to the 
present. We do not just have visions in mind – we also 
put them into practice!

VISIONS & FUTURE
» WE LIVE OUR VISIONS. «



MÜHLBAUER GERMANY 
Mühlbauer Group Headquarters
Josef-Mühlbauer-Platz 1, 93426 Roding, Germany
Phone: +49 9461 952 0, Fax: +49 9461 952 1101
info@muehlbauer.de, www.muehlbauer.de

MÜHLBAUER USA 
Muhlbauer Inc.
226 Pickett’s Line
Newport News, VA 23603-1366, USA
Phone: +1 757 947 2820, Fax: +1 757 947 2930
info@muhlbauer.com, www.muhlbauer.com

MÜHLBAUER MALAYSIA 
Muehlbauer Technologies Sdn. Bhd.
No. 3 Jalan TU 62, Taman Tasik Utama, 
75450 Melaka, Malaysia
Phone: +60 6 2517 100, Fax: +60 6 2517 101
info@muehlbauer.com.my, www.muehlbauer.com.my 

MÜHLBAUER SERBIA 
Mühlbauer Technologies d.o.o.
Evropska 17, 22300 Stara Pazova, Serbia
Phone: +381 22 215 5100, Fax: +381 22 215 5130
serbia@muehlbauer.de, www.muehlbauer.de

MÜHLBAUER CHINA 
Muehlbauer Technologies (Wuxi) Co., Ltd.
No 23. Huayi Road, Wuxi New District 
214135 Wuxi, Jiangsu, China
Phone: +86 510 8190 0100, Fax: +86 510 8190 0101
info@muehlbauer.cn, www.muehlbauer.cn

MÜHLBAUER SLOVAKIA 
Muehlbauer Technologies s.r.o.
Novozámocká 233, 94905 Nitra, Slovakia
Phone: +421 37 6946 000, Fax: +421 37 6946 501
info@muhlbauer.sk, www.muhlbauer.com
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